Go further – Get excited
– Walk and Talk
Do you search a combined
in- and outdoor walker, and
do you have better control
of the arms than the legs?
CAVALIER might be your
solution.
CAVALIER is designed with focus on basic
mobility at a reasonable walking pace. The
Legs generate momentum on the ground
while the arms do the steering and your
body is stabilized by saddle and body
support.
CAVALIER works more precise than a
traditional walker with free rotating front
forks. Like on a bike, the handlebar connects to the front wheels. Further a spring
cylinder helps steering the Cavalier. You
have firm control of turning in narrow
places as well as in rough terrain.

Get on your feet and go!
Just a little walking makes a big difference
to your health and independence – if you
are sitting in a wheelchair most of day.
It is good for your heart, lungs, muscles
and metabolic systems and also to your
mental health, because you are active and
meet other people at eye level.

Being standing and at eye
level with other people makes
getting contact more straight
forward.
Head off from your home in a CAVALIER,
with exactly the support you need, reducing work load on back, knees and hips.
Go on the grass, forest trails or in the city.
You might power walk in areas, that before
seemed impossible.

Children and youngsters develop their social skills though communicating and interaction with peers. As such a group seldom
stands or sits still for long it is crucial to be
able to follow the group in- and outdoors.
CAVALIER is used by people with a wide
spectrum of problems affecting strength,
balance, coordination and movement
planning.

CAVALIER Features
⚫⚫ CAVALIER’s large wheels and spring
assisted handlebar provides great rolling and steering also on rough or soft
ground.
⚫⚫ Models from about 3 years to adult.
⚫⚫ If the user walk “tip toe” – then add
about 5 cm to leg length to find relevant saddle height.

⚫⚫ Options of different ergonomic multi
adjustable saddle and chest support
system.

⚫⚫ Durable & stabile design.

⚫⚫ Longer posts for saddle and body support can be supplied.

⚫⚫ All models, except size 0 have drop link
of saddle section.

⚫⚫ Multi adjustable mountainbike handlebar with brake.

⚫⚫ Tool bag and manual.

⚫⚫ Rear wheel drum brake.

Measurements

1. X-Small

2. Small

3. Medium

4. Large

5. X-large

User max. height

110 cm

130 cm

150 cm

175 cm

190 cm

User max. weight

⚫⚫ Easy transfer on & off by use of drop
link of saddle section.

30 kg

40 kg

60 kg

85 kg

100 kg

Saddle height

30 - 44 cm

42 - 56 cm

54 - 68 cm

68 - 82 cm

80 - 94 cm

Body support

50 - 78 cm

62 - 90 cm

76 - 108 cm

93 - 125 cm

100 - 138 cm

Handlebar

50 - 70 cm

62 - 82 cm

74 - 94 cm

86 - 108 cm

100 - 120 cm

Total length

70 cm

81 cm

93 cm

105 cm

116 cm

Total width

56 cm

63 cm

69 cm

75 cm

81 cm

Weight

14,5 kg

16,0 kg

17,5 kg

19,0 kg

20,0 kg

Front wheels

200mm x 2"

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

Rear wheels

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

12½ x 2"

Examples of accessories

– look in our company brochure and and on our website for latest
info about colors, parts and accessories, that are used across PETRA, CAVALIER, FF and CROSS RUNNER.

Belt and chest plate

2 PUR supports

Moon Plate behind

Leg separating plate
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